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Arthur Penn: Little Big Man (1970), and The Missouri Breaks (1976) 

 
It was Goethe who says that Tasso’s Jerusalem Delivered could be poisoned by a single line 

from Byron’s Don Juan. Take an atom of Don Juan on board, he implies, and you’d never be 

able to read Tasso with a straight face again. I once had a similar experience, trying to teach 

Byron on Thursday afternoon, and Wordsworth to the same class on Friday morning, back-to-

back. We laughed so much at Wordsworth that we had to reverse the lessons, in order get 

Wordsworth out of the way. 

 Shark Island, Stagecoach, and The Grapes of Wrath apart, the same applies to the effect 

these two Arthur Penn movies have on your attitude to Ford. They’re so much more 

sophisticated, in terms of narrative, of morals, and of historical analysis, that Ford’s films 

seem like cartoons by comparison. All you can do after seeing them is smile at Ford. 

 

By the time these two films were made, the USA had changed. The Vietnam War was well 

under way (it ended the year before The Missouri Breaks came out, which was two years after 

Ford died), and many Americans had come to realise that the ones they’d thought of the bad 

guys weren’t bad at all, and that they had themselves been the bad guys all along – a thought 

to give Ford a heart attack. 

 Little Big Man could have been conceived as a calculated affront to everything Ford 

stands for. Halfway through, Dustin Hoffman is looking for his Swedish wife, who’s been 

kidnapped by Indians. “I wouldn’t want no wife of mine back after she’d been with a injun,” 

opines a thoughtful cavalryman. “The kindest thing would be a bullet in her brain.” If only 

John Wayne had been as frank as that about Natalie Wood in The Searchers. If he had, of 

course, the film would have sunk at once. In the comic context of Little Big Man, it suits the 

idiom so well you hardly notice it. 

 

 
 

 Hoffman’s wife is kidnapped after a stagecoach chase, inspired by Ford’s famous one, 

which it parodies. Everyone on board is panicking: injuns cling all around the stage, and drag 

people out. Dead white men dangle in at the window, upside-down. A priest smiles smugly as 

an arrow transfixes not only his Bible, which he’d been holding as a shield, but him as well. 

The driver, when Hoffman demands his shotgun, screams “No! It’s mine!” Then one of the 

attackers jumps onto the stage, and he and Hoffman have a competition to see who can jump 

fastest from one pair of horses, to the next, to the next. It’s what Wayne (in fact, as every 

schoolboy knows, the stuntman Yakima Canutt), does in Stagecoach, except that there it’s 

solemn. As Hoffman gazes in despair, his wife, taken from the stage by the Indians, and slung 

across the saddle of one of them, yells as she is spanked on the bum. 
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 Faye Dunaway plays a good Christian 

wife whose first reaction upon seeing the 

teenage Hoffman is to want to give him a 

bath. He stares transfixed, like Benjamin at 

Mrs Robinson, while, as she sponges his 

thighs with eyes averted, she sings Bringing 

in the Sheaves. If only they’d chosen Yes, We 

Shall Gather at the River the joke would have 

been perfect. 

 

 

 In this film Indians are “Human Beings”, and white men are just ugly. There are black 

white men too (though you don’t see any), who aren’t so ugly, but just as crazy. Early on, the 

Indians’ aim in battle is to strike the enemy harmlessly with a stick: humiliation, not death, is 

the worst thing you can inflict on your enemy. One of the Indians is gay, and given a 

privileged position in the tribe. In Ford movies, of course, no-one is gay, unless you count 

Wayne and MacLaglen ritualistically punching the shit out of one another as sublimation 

(which I think you probably can). 

 Ford parades a distant respect for Indians now and again, but for the most part he prefers 

to keep them anonymous, without faces or voices. They’re the Other, to be feared and 

destroyed. In Little Big Man, the White Men are the Others, and life with the Human Beings 

is paradise. Hoffman’s Indian wife (who’s played by an actress from south-east Asia),
1
 insists 

that he bed her three sisters while she’s off having their baby. The white man has killed their 

husbands and children – only Hoffman is man enough to satisfy them all. It’s Adam and the 

Four Eves, and he fulfils his destiny. But within a few days the white man’s cavalry has 

come, and, as a drum and fife band tootles away in long shot, has massacred the entire village, 

Hoffman and Chief Dan George excepted. 

 

 The cavalry is led by Custer, who is 

conceived not so much a riposte to Henry 

Fonda’s in Fort Apache, (where he’s 

renamed Thursday), as a development of the 

same character, so that the Ford version and 

the Penn version of Custer overlap and 

become one. This Custer is just as insanely, 

irrationally arrogant as Fonda’s, but 

comically so, so that all must watch his 

lunacy with even greater helplessness. 

 

 

 

 Ford insists on closure, even if, as in The Searchers and Stagecoach, John Wayne has to 

disappear from geography in order to achieve it. There is no closure in Little Big Man. Chief 

Dan George has decided that it’s time to die. Hoffman assists him up a high hill – he does a 

dance and chant – lies down – prays that Hoffman won’t go crazy – but then it starts to rain, 

and he knows that it wasn’t his time after all, so gets up and carries on. 

 The whole thing’s narrated by a 121-year-old Hoffman to a naïve 1970s researcher with a 

tape-recorder. What he has to tell is so horrible and bizarre (that is, it’s an important chunk of 

American history), that we don’t even blink. We know that Hoffman, like Chief Dan George, 

will live forever. 

 

                                                 
1: Aimée Eccles. She was born in Hong Kong. Compare the Canadian Sandrine Holt (the girl in Black Robe), 

who’s Chinese / French and was born in London. 
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A publicity shot. Not from the film. 

 

In The Missouri Breaks, the virgin heroine propositions the hero from horseback, asking him 

if he wants “sexual intercourse”. Even though he’s Jack Nicholson, he’s nonplussed. Just 

previously she’s quoted Dr Johnson. Her father, the local cattle baron, seems fond of Sterne. 

Later, they’re riding on one horse, both facing front, and she decides it’d be nicer if she faced 

round and rode a-straddle with her face to him and her back to the way they’re going. She’s 

played by Kathleen Lloyd, who, as so many excellent film actresses do, disappeared into U.S. 

television. 

 Literacy and sex even on this limited scale would be impossible in a film by John Ford. 

 Nicholson is a semi-retired horse-thief who’s dabbling in what seems to be market 

gardening. But he’s still in touch with his old mates, who decided to keep up their horse-

rustling. They try and steal an entire herd of horses from the Canadian Mounties over the 

border, with predictable results. They’re all also pursued by a man who styles himself a 

“regulator”: his trade is supposed, in this lawless territory, to be catching, amongst other 

malefactors, horse-thieves. In fact he’s a sadistic psycho with severe identity problems whose 

only deep relationship is with his horse (a mare), with whom he chews carrots with a view to 

getting her to kiss him. He carries a cruciform dagger, with which he can skewer a rabbit at 

fifty yards, and does skewer one of the horse-thieves at similar range, straight through the 

eye. He pursues and murders most of the horse-thieves, until Nicholson steals up on him one 

night and cuts his throat while he lies asleep. 

 

 
 

 He’s played by Marlon Brando, doing for much of the time what I take to be a Richard 

Harris impersonation. Brando seems to be – and apparently was, to the scriptwriter’s grief – 

improvising even more than usual. His previous film had been Last Tango in Paris, where he 

improvised constantly: and what’s revealed of his fantasy world in both that film and this, 

makes one, not for the first time, glad that one wasn’t him. 
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 Perhaps because he was and is more of a professional, Nicholson as the hero is blessedly 

uncomplicated by contrast. 

 It’s Ford turned inside-out. Ford has thieves and lawless bands – the Clantons in My 

Darling Clementine, the bad guys who terrorise the Mormons in Wagon Master – but they 

exist to be exterminated in the final shoot-out, by the Henry Fondas and Ward Bonds and Ben 

Johnsons. Here, to be lawless shows how life is against you and how you have to steal to 

survive. We empathise with the criminals – in Ford’s world, unthinkable. Our sympathies are 

more easily aroused, for these are poor, anonymous criminals, with no public profiles. Penn 

had previously made very successful films about Billy the Kid (The Left-Handed Gun) and of 

course Bonny and Clyde, where the crooks become legends in their own life-times. 

 What distinguishes The Missouri Breaks from a John Ford film is not just the obvious 

insanity of the society and the action. Ford depicts insanity, but calls it heroism. Missouri has 

a different pace, which is meandering, and different, eerie music (by John Williams), which 

pits a harpsichord against a harmonica and a xylophone – a huge change from Ford and the 

Sons of the Pioneers. Not least, it has a different use of landscape. Ford uses Monument 

Valley and other Utah scenery to parallel the bravery of his characters. Only against such a 

splendid backdrop could Henry Fonda ride an entire cavalry regiment to their unnecessary 

deaths. Penn uses landscape which is as picturesque as Monument Valley, without being so 

ostentatiously sculpted, and makes it contrast with the brutal and stupid things happening in 

it. The opening sequence shows three horseback figures ambling across a beautiful field. Two 

of them, a young man and an old, are conversing gently. A group of villagers seem gathered 

beneath the trees for a picnic – and suddenly we realise that they’re there to see a hanging. 

They haven’t tied the noose properly, and the young man strangles. 

 In theory the West has been tamed. In fact a wilderness – an Eden – has been taken over 

by the snakes. 


